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Chapterr  4 

Identifyin gg Objects using 
Clusterr  and Concept Analysis 

Thee amount of facts retrieved from a legacy system by perform-
ingg the analyses described in the previous two chapters is enormous. 
Particularlyy when the goal of the analysis is to perform a structural 
changee on the system, the retrieved facts need to be filtered, prefer-
ablyy in an automated way. A possible change may be to move from 
aa procedural system to an object-oriented one. This chapter explores 
twoo ways of filtering and interpreting the facts as obtained in the pre-
viouss two chapters in such a way that they become the starting point 
forr an object-oriented redesign of the system.1 

4.11 Introductio n 

Inn 1976, Belady and Lehman formulated their Laws of Program Evolution Dy-
namicsnamics [BL76]. First, a software system that is used will undergo continuous 
modification.. Second, the unstructuredness (entropy) of a system increases with 
time,, unless specific work is done to improve the system's structure. One possi-
blee way of doing this is to migrate software systems to object technology. Object 
orientationn is advocated as a way to enhance a system's correctness, robustness, 
extendibility,, and reusability, the key factors affecting software quality [Mey97]. 

Thee migration of legacy systems to object orientation, however, is no mean 
task.. A first, less involved, step includes merely the identification of candidate ob-
jectss in a given legacy system. The literature reports several systematic approaches 

'Thiss chapter was published earlier as: A. van Deursen and T. Kuipers. Identifying objects using 
clusterr and concept analysis. In 21st International Conference on Software Engineering, ICSE-99, 
pagess 246-255. ACM, 1999. 
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too object identification, some of which can be partially automated. (In Section 4.2 
wee provide a summary). There are several problems, however, with the application 
off  these approaches to actual systems. 

1.. Legacy systems greatly vary in source language, application domain, database 
systemm used, etc. It is not easy to select the identification approach best-
suitedd for the legacy system at hand. 

2.. It is impossible to select a single object identification approach, since legacy 
systemss typically are heterogeneous, using various languages, database sys-
tems,, transaction monitors, and so on. 

3.. There is limited experience with actual object identification projects, making 
itt likely that new migration projects will reveal problems not encountered 
before. . 

Thus,, when embarking upon an object identification project, one will have to se-
lectt and compose one's own blend of object identification techniques. Moreover, 
duringg the project, new problems wil l have to be solved. This is exactly what hap-
penedd to us when we tried to construct an object-oriented redesign of Mortgage, 
aa real lif e legacy Cobol system. 

Forr many business appliations written in Cobol, the data stored and processed 
representt the core of the system. For that reason, the data records used in Cobol 
programss are the starting point for many object identification approaches (such as 
[CDDF99,, NK95, FRS94]). 

Objectt identification typically consists of several steps: (1) identify legacy 
recordss as candidate classes; (2) identify legacy procedures or programs as can-
didatee methods; (3) determine the best class for each method via some form of 
clusterr analysis [Lak97]. This approach gives good results in as far as the legacy 
recordd structure is adequate. In our case study, however, records consisted of up 
too 40 fields. An inspection of the source code revealed that in the actual use of 
thesee records, many of the fields were entirely unrelated. Making this record into 
aa single class would lead to classes with too many unrelated attributes. 

Inn this paper, we report on our experience with the application of some of the 
techniquess proposed for object identification, most notably cluster and concept 
analysis,, to Mortgage. Moreover, we discuss in full detail how the unrelated-
record-fieldss problem - not covered by any of the existing object identification 
approachess - can be addressed in general. Our approach consists of clustering 
recordd fields into coherent groups, based on the actual usage of these fields in the 
procedurall  code. We not only use traditional cluster analysis [KR90, Lak97] for 
this,, but also the recently proposed concept analysis [SR97, LS97]. 

Thee principal new results of this paper include: 

 A proposal for usage-based record structuring for the purpose of object iden-
tification; ; 
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 Significant practical experience with the use of cluster and concept analysis 
forr object identification; 

 A discussion of a number of problems (and solutions) involving the use of 
clusterr and concept analysis in general; 

 A comparison of the use of cluster and concept analysis for the purpose of 
objectt identification. 

4.22 Related Work 

AA typical approach to finding classes in legacy code is to identify procedures and 
globall  variables in the legacy, and to group these together based on attributes such 
ass use of the same global variable, having the same input parameter types, return-
ingg the same output type, etc. [OT93, LW90, CCM96, Sch91]. A unifying frame-
workk discussing such subsystem classification techniques is provided by Lakhotia 
[Lak97]. . 

Unfortunately,, many of these approaches rely on features such as scope rules, 
returnn types, and parameter passing, available in languages like Pascal, C, or For-
tran.. Many data-intensive business programs, however, are written in languages 
likee Cobol that do not have these features. As a consequence, these class extrac-
tionn approaches have not been applied successfully to Cobol systems, as was also 
observedd by Cimitile et al. [CDDF99]. 

Otherr class extraction techniques have been developed specifically with lan-
guagess like Cobol in mind. They take specific characteristics into account, such as 
thee close connection with databases. 

Newcombb and Kotik [NK95] take all level 01 records as a starting point for 
classes.. They then proceed to map similar records to single classes, and find sec-
tionss that can be associated as methods to these records. Their approach exhibits 
aa high level of automation, and, as a consequence, results in an object-oriented 
programm that stays closee to the original Cobol sources. 

Fergenn et al. [FRS94] describe the MOORE tool, which analyses Cobol-85 
code,, and provides the engineer with a set of class proposals. All records are 
givenn a weight, which indicates the number of references made to that record. No 
attemptt is made at splitting up large records into smaller structures. Proposals for 
methodss consist of Cobol paragraphs which use or modify one of the record fields, 
againn ranked by the weight of the fields in that paragraph. To reduce the total 
numberr of classes, every time a new candidate class is found, a numeric similarity 
measuree is used to see whether already existing classes can be used to build this 
neww candidate class. 

Dee Lucia et al. [DDF+97, CDDF99] describe the ERCOLE paradigm for mi-
gratingg RPG programs to object-oriented platforms. It consists of several steps, 
onee of which is "abstracting an object-oriented model." This step is centered 
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aroundd the persistent data stores. Batch programs, subroutines, or groups of call-
relatedd subroutines are candidate methods. Data stores and methods are combined 
inn such a way that certain object-oriented design metrics get optimal values. 

Sneedd and Nyary [SN95] present a tool, OBJECT-REDOC, that can be used 
too derive documentation automatically from legacy sources. The documentation 
itselff  is "object-oriented", in that it takes an object-oriented view on die legacy 
system.. Sneed also provides a systematic method, REORG, to transform Cobol 
programss to object-oriented frames in a largely manual manner [Sne92]. 

Tann and Ling [TL95] present a domain-specific approach to reengineering 
data-intensivee business programs. They propose the use of an augmented object 
model,model, which is an extension of the object modeling technique OMT. Their model 
recoveryy procedure takes constants, user inputs, retrieved and updated database 
records,, and user outputs as its starting point. However, they make no attempt at 
splittingg up records in smaller structures. 

Wiggertss et al. [WBF97] describe three different scenarios for object iden-
tification.. Their function -driven scenario takes legacy functionality (subsystems 
performingg a certain task) as starting point for class extraction. The data-driven 
approachh starts by searching for (persistent) data elements, which are likely to de-
scribee business entities. The object-driven approach, finally, does not start from 
thee legacy system itself, but starts by building an object model of the application 
domain. . 

4.33 Field and Program Selection 

Legacyy systems contain data and functionality that are useful in a given applica-
tionn domain. Unfortunately, the legacy system also contains a significant amount 
off  code of a technical nature, closely tied to the implementation language, oper-
atingg system, database management system, etc. When migrating legacy systems 
too object technology, such technical code is of significantly less interest than the 
domain-relatedd code, for example because the object-oriented platform is likely 
providee facilities for dealing with the technicalities in an entirely different manner. 

Therefore,, a first important step in any object identification activity must be to 
filterfilter  the large number of programs, procedures, records, variables, databases, etc., 
presentt in the legacy system. 

Onee of the main selection criteria wil l be wheüier a legacy element is domain-
relatedd or implementation-specific. This is a criterion that is not easy to derive 
fromm structural code properties alone. Consequently, this step may require human 
interaction,, in order to take advantage of domain knowledge, application knowl-
edge,, systematic naming conventions, meaningful identifiers, comments, etc. 

Inn many cases, though, structural code properties will be able to provide a 
meaningfull  selection of legacy data elements and procedures. Selection criteria to 
bee used may include the use of metrics, such as requiring a McCabe complexity 
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metricc between a given minimum and maximum as discussed in [CB91]. Others 
mayy include the classification of variables, for example according to the type they 
belongg to [DM98] or according to whether a variable is used to represent data 
obtainedd from persistent data stores [CDDF99]. 

Ourr own experience with selecting domain-related data and functionality is 
describedd in [DK98]. In this paper, we will use two guidelines, one for selecting 
dataa elements and one for selecting programs. These helped to find objects in our 
Mortgagee case study, and we expect them to work well for other systems too. 

First,, inCobol systems the persistent data stores (following the terminology of 
[CDDF99])) contain the essential business data. Hence, the selection to be made on 
alll  records in a Cobol program is to restrict them to those written to or read from 
file.. This selection can be further improved by taking the CRUD (Create, Read, 
Update,, Delete) matrix for the systemm into account. Threshold values can be given 
too select those databases that are read, updated, deleted, or written by a minimal or 
maximall  number of different programs. 

Second,, it is important to select the programs or procedures containing domain-
relatedd functionality. An analysis of the program call graph can help to identify 
suchh programs. First, programs with a high fan-out, i.e., programs calling many 
differentt programs, are likely to be control modules, starting up a sequence of 
activities.. Second, programs with a high fan-in, being called by many different 
programs,, are likely to contain functionality of a technical nature, such as error 
handlingg or logging. Eliminating these two categories reduces the number of pro-
gramss to deal with. In many cases, the remaining programs are those containing a 
limited,, well described functionality. 

4.44 Cluster  analysis 

Thee goal of this paper is to identify groups of record fields that are related func-
tionally.. Cluster analysis is a technique for finding related items in a data-set. We 
applyy cluster analysis to the usage of record fields throughout a Cobol system, 
basedd on the hypothesis that record fields that are related in me implementation 
(aree used in the same program) are also related in the application domain. 

Inn this section we will first give a general overview of the cluster analysis 
techniquess we used. Then we give an overview of the cluster analysis experiments 
wee performed. We end the section with an assessment of our cluster experiments 
andd the usage of cluster analysis for object identification in general. 

4.4.11 Overview 
Wee will explain the clustering techniques we have used by going through the clus-
teringg of an imaginary Cobol system. This system consists of four programs, and 
usess one record containing nine fields. The names of these fields are put into the 
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PiPi Pi P3 PA 

NAMEE 1 0 0 0 
TITLEE 1 0 0 0 

INITIA LL 1 0 0 0 
PREFIXX 1 0 0 0 

NUMBERR 0 0 0 
NUMBER-EXTT 0 0 0 

ZIPCDD 0 0 0 
STREETT 0 0 1 

CITYY 0 1 0 

Tablee 4.1: The usage matrix that is used as input for the cluster analysis 

N N 
T T 
I I 
P P 
N N 

NE E 
Z Z 

s s 
c c 

N N 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
v/2 2 
V2 V2 
V2 V2 
V3 V3 
v/3 3 

T T 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
v/2 2 
V2 V2 
V2 V2 
v/3 3 

vs s 

I I 

0 0 
0 0 
v/2 2 
%/2 2 
v/2 2 

VI VI 
v/3 3 

P P 

0 0 
v/2 2 
V2 V2 
v/2 2 
v/3 3 
v/3 3 

N N 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
1 1 

NE E 

0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
1 1 

z z 

0 0 
1 1 
1 1 

ss c 

0 0 
v/22 0 

Tablee 4.2: The distance matrix from Table 4.1 

sett of cluster items. For each of the variables in the set, we determine whether or 
nott it is used in a particular program. The result of this operation is the matrix of 
Tablee 4.1. Each entry in the matrix shows whether a variable is used in a program 
(l)ornot(O). . 

Distancee Measures 

Becausee we want to perform cluster analysis on these data, we need to calculate 
aa distance between the variables. If we see the rows of the matrix as vectors, 
thenn each variable occupies a position in a four dimensional space. We can now 
calculatee the Euclidean distance between any two variables. 

Iff  we put the distances between any two variables in a matrix, we get a so-
calledd distance (or dissimilarity) matrix. Such a distance matrix can be used as 
inputt to a clustering algorithm. The distance matrix for Table 4.1 is shown in 
Tablee 4.2. Note that any relation the variables had with the programs P i , . . ., P4 

hass become invisible in this matrix. 
Ann overview of different distance calculations for clustering can be found 

inn [Wig97]. 
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Clusteringg tree of agnes(matl) 

Figuree 4.1: The resulting clustering from Table 4.2 

Agglomerativee Clustering 

Wee use an agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm (AGNES, from [KR90]). 
Thiss algorithm starts by putting each element in its own cluster, and then proceeds 
byy creating new clusters that contain two (or more) clusters that are closest to one 
another.. Finally, only one cluster remains, and the algorithm terminates. All inter-
mediatee clusterings can be seen as branches on a tree, in a dendrogram. Figure 4.1 
showss the dendrogram that results from clustering the data in Table 4.1. 

Thee actual clusters found by this algorithm are identified by drawing a hori-
zontall  line through the dendrogram, at a user defined height. In our example here, 
thatt line would typically be drawn at height 1.3, thus producing two clusters. The 
firstfirst cluster contains NAME, TITLE, INITIAL , and PREFIX. The second con-
tainss NUMBER, NUMBER-EXT, ZIPCD, CITY, and STREET. These clusters are 
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likelyy candidates to become classes, containing the named fields as their member 
variables. . 

Explanationn of Dendrogram 

Inn Figure 4.1, the axis labelled "height" shows the relative distance the clusters 
havee from each other. The variables NAME, TITLE, INITIAL , and PREFIX have 
aa relative distance of zero (see Table 4.2), and thus form one cluster. We will call 
thiss cluster a. NUMBER, NUMBER-EXT and ZIPCD also have distance zero. 
Wee wil l call this cluster C2. No other clusters with members that have distance 0 
exist. . 

Thee clustering algorithm uses "average linkage" to measure the distance be-
tweenn two clusters. This means that the distance between two clusters is the aver-
agee of the distances between all nodes of the one cluster, and all nodes of the other 
cluster.. (See [Wig97] for a discussion of this and other linkage methods.) Using 
thiss linkage method, the closest element to cluster a is either CITY, or STREET. 
Theyy both have a distance of 1 to a. The clustering algorithm nondeterministi-
callyy chooses one of CITY or STREET. In our case it chooses CITY. c2 and CITY 
togetherr form cluster C3. 

Thee element closest to c3 is STREET. It has a distance of \/2 to CITY, and a 
distancee of 1 to all elements of c2. So, on average, the distance between STREET 
andd c3 is ^ ^ « 1 . 1. This new cluster we will call C4. 

Now,, only two clusters remain: c\ and C4. The distance between these two 

clusterss is 4 x < 3 x f + 2 x v ^ sa 1.54. 

4.4.22 Experimental Testbed 

Thee input data for our cluster experiments was generated from Cobol source code, 
usingg lexical analysis tools. The data from these tools was fed into a relational 
database.. We wrote a tool to retrieve the data from the database, and to format it 
forr our cluster tools. The source code was from Mortgage, a 100.000 LOC Cobol 
systemm from the banking area. It uses VSAM files for storing data. The toolset 
usedd for the generation of data, and the architecture of those tools is described 
inn more detail in [DK98]. The Mortgage system is described in more detail in 
[DK98,, WBF97]. 

Forr our cluster experiments we used S-PLUS, a statistical analysis package 
fromfrom MathSoft. The cluster algorithms described in [KR90] are implemented as 
partt of S-PLUS.2 

Al ll  experiments were performed on a SGI 02 workstation. 

2Thee implementation is available from http://win-www.uia.ac.be/u/statis/programs/clusplus. 
readme.html l 

http://win-www.uia.ac.be/u/statis/programs/clusplus
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4.4.33 Experiments 
Ass already described in Section 4.3, we selected a number of variables and pro-
gramss from Mortgage to perform our cluster experiments on. In this section we 
willl  describe our main experiment, which was executed in three steps. The results 
off  the clustering experiments are shown in Figure 4.2. As stated before, we are 
lookingg for clusters of functionally related record fields. In order to validate the 
usee of cluster analysis for this purpose, we need to validate the clusters found. We 
havee asked engineers with an in-depth knowledge of the system to validate the 
clusterss for us. 

Thee (variable) names mentioned in the dendrograms of Figure 4.2 are in Dutch. 
Wee will translate the names as we explain the three dendrograms of that figure. 

1.. We restricted the variables to be clustered to only those occurring in the three 
mainn records of Mortgage. This led to the dendrogram of Figure 4.2(a). 
Theree are a number of groups that seem meaningful, such as STRAAT, POSTKD, 
WOONPLL and HUISNR (street, zip code, city and street number), or the 
clusterr containing STREEK, LANDKD, and GEMKD (region, country code, 
countyy code). In short, this dendrogram does illustrate which variables are 
usedd together frequently, and which could therefore be grouped together. 

Unfortunately,, there are also a number of fields with a position that is not 
soo easy to explain. These are in particular the ones with a "higher" posi-
tion,, such as INCWZ, AARD, NAAM or AANTL (payment, kind, name, and 
occurrence).. Also, the grouping of contact persons (KONTKT-PERS) with 
telephonee numbers (everything starting with TLF) is unclear. 

2.. The next step is to restrict the number of programs involved. Figure 4.2(b) 
showss the clustering results when only programs from the group of "relevant 
programs""  (as described in Section 4.3) were taken into account. 

Thee result is promising, and has a simpler tree structure. However, there is 
ann unattractively large group of fields that are lumped together, which does 
nott look very meaningful. The reason for this is that there are two programs 
inn the group of relevant programs which use all variables. Therefore their 
discriminatingg capabilities in the clustering are very low. 

3.. We repeated the same experiment, but now without the programs which use 
alll  variables. The result is the dendrogram of Figure 4.2(c). This is a very 
satisfyingg cluster result. 

Notee that the last dendrogram contains significantly less field names than the first. 
Thiss makes it easier to comprehend the clusters, but also means that we have to 
inspectt all removed variables manually for inclusion in one (or none) of the gener-
atedd clusters. 
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Clusteringg tree of agnes(det2) Clusteringg tree of agnes(del3) 
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(a)) Clustering using variables from three 
mainn records of Mortgage. 

(b)) As Figure 4.2(a), but restricted to the 
relevantt programs (with low fan-in and 
fan-out). . 

Clusteringg tree of agnes(deW) 

II I i l l 
h h 

mm m 

n ! ! 

iMSIEss I I 8 i l l 
LL  6 8 I S< 

(c)) As Figure 4.2(b), but without the pro-
gramss which use all variables from the 
threee records. 

Figuree 4.2: Sequence of more and more refined clustering 
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4.4.44 Assessment 
Wee have identified two fundamental problems when using cluster analysis this 
way: : 

1.. When clustering, all items end up in exactly one cluster. However, some-
timess one item (one variable) is equally likely to end up in more than one 
cluster.. For instance, two records may use the same key field. If all other 
fieldss of the records are disjoint, and are used disjointly, we end up with 
threee clusters: one containing the fields of the first record, without the key 
field,, one with the fields of the second record without the key field, and one 
withh only the key field. It is unclear whether this is the most desirable result. 
Perhapss we would rather have two clusters, corresponding exactly to the two 
records.. Unfortunately, as items can only occur in exactly one cluster, this 
iss not possible using cluster analysis. 

2.. As we have demonstrated in our example, when we are building the cluster 
hierarchy,, sometimes there is more than one closest cluster. Assume we have 
aa cluster A, which has the same distance to both clusters B and C (e.g., in 
ourr example, both CITY and STREET had a distance of 1 to cluster C2). The 
algorithmm at that point chooses one, arbitrarily. Say the algorithm chooses 
clusterr B, thus forming cluster A'. Now cluster A' has a particular distance 
too cluster D which may be very different from the distance it had had if the 
algorithmm had chosen C and A to form A'. If this happens near the leaves 
off  the dendrogram, the results of an arbitrary decision can be drastic. 

Wee have partly solved these problems as follows: 

1.. The fields most likely to end up in more than one cluster are fields that are 
usedd together with a lot of other fields. Or, in short, the fields that are used 
mostt often. The system we experimented with demonstrated this property. 
Thee above mentioned key field is obviously used quite often, because it 
uniquelyy identifies a record. We have overcome the restrictions of the cluster 
algorithmm by removing these variables from our cluster set before starting 
thee cluster analysis. This proved to be a satisfactory method. 

Automaticc variable selection procedures in cluster algorithms have been pro-
posedd in the literature [FGK88]. It is a topic of future research to incorporate 
thesee procedures in our clustering experiments. 

2.. We have tried to resolve the second problem by changing the distance met-
ricsrics and the linkage methods between clusters. We experimented with all 
metricss and methods described in [Wig97]. However, although changing 
thesee parameters indeed resulted in different clusters, it did not necessarily 
resultt in better clusters. The problem here is that it often is unclear which 
off  the choices is the better choice, and indeed the choice is arbitrary. What 
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sometimess is clear is that a particular sequence of choices is to be preferred 
abovee another sequence. We have not tried to incorporate this notion into our 
clusterr algorithm. This would probably require some type of backtracking 
mechanism,, or a multiple pass algorithm, and is a topic of further research. 

Inn conclusion we can say that cluster analysis can be used for restructuring records, 
givenn a number of restrictions. First, the number of fields to be clustered cannot 
bee too large. Second, the fields to be clustered should be occurring selectively in 
thee system (i.e., they should not be omnipresent fields, for these generate noise). 
Finally,, there needs to be some external way to validate the clustering. 

4.55 Concept Analysis 

Recently,, the use of mathematical concept analysis has been proposed as a tech-
niquee for analyzing the modular structure of legacy software [LS97, SR97, Sne98, 
ST98].. As with cluster analysis, we use concept analysis to find groups of record 
fieldss that are related in the application domain. 

Conceptt analysis and cluster analysis both start with a table indicating the fea-
turestures of a given set of items. Cluster analysis then partitions the set of items in a 
seriess of disjoint clusters, by means of a numeric distance measure between items 
indicatingg how many features they share. 

Conceptt analysis differs in two respects. First, it does not group items, but 
ratherr builds up so-called concepts which are maximal sets of items sharing cer-
tainn features. Second, it does not try to find a single optimal grouping based on 
numericc distances. Instead it constructs all possible concepts, via a concise lattice 
representation. . 

Ass we will see in the next paragraphs, these two differences can help to solve 
thee two problems with clustering discussed in the previous section. In this section, 
wee will first explain the basics of concept analysis. Then we will discuss its appli-
cationn to our Mortgage case study in full detail, followed by a comparison with 
thee clustering results. 

4.5.11 Basic Notions 

Wee start with a set M of items, a set T of features? and a. feature table (relation) 
TT C M x T indicating the features possessed by each item. If we reuse the data of 
Tablee 4.1 as running example, the items are the field names, the features are usage 
inn a given program, and the feature table corresponds to the matrix entries having 
valuee 1. 

3Thee literature generally uses object for item, and attribute for feature. In order to avoid confusion 
withh the objects and attributes from object orientation we have changed these names into items and 
features. . 
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name e 
top p 

cl l 
c2 2 
c3 3 
c4 4 
bot t 

extent t 
{NAME,, TITLE, INITIAL , PREFIX, NUMBER, 

NUMBER-EXT,, ZIPCD, STREET, CITY} 
{NAME ,, TITLE, INITIAL , PREFIX} 

{NUMBER,, NUMBER-EXT, ZIPCD, STREET, CITY } 
{STREET} } 

{CITY } } 
9 9 

intent t 

0 0 

(Pi) (Pi) 
{PA} {PA} 

{P3.P4} } 
{P2,PA} {P2,PA} 

{ P I ,, P2, P3, PA) 

Tablee 4.3: All concepts in the example of Table 4.1 

Forr a set of items I C M, we can identify the common features, written a(I), 
via: : 

*(i)*(i)  = {fer\Viei:(i,f)eT} 

Forr example, <T({ZIPCD, STREET}) = {P4} . 
Likewise,, we define for F C T the set of common items, written r(F), as: 

T(F)T(F) = {i£M\VfeF:(i,f)eT} 

Forr example, r({P3,P4} ) = {STREET}. 
AA  concept is a pair (ƒ, F) of items and features such that F = a{I) and I = 

r(F).r(F). In other words, a concept is a maximal collection of items sharing common 
features.. In our example, 

({NAME,, TITLE, INITIAL , PREFIX}, {Pi}) 

iss the concept of those items having feature Pi, i.e., the fields used in program P i. 
Al ll  concepts that can be identified from Table 4.1 are summarized in Table 4.3. 
Thee items of a concept are called its extent, and the features its intent. 

Thee concepts of a given table form a partial order via: 

( / i , P i ) < ( /2 , P2 )) & hQI2 & F2CFi 

Ass an example, for the concepts listed in Table 4.3, we see that bot < c3 < c2 < 
top. . 

Thee subconcept relationship allows us to organize all concepts in a concept 
lattice,lattice, with meet A and join V defined as 

( / I ,F I )A( / 2 ,P2)) = (Ji ru 2, a(/in/2) 
{I{I uuFFxx)V{h,F)V{h,F22)) = {T{F1nF2),Fl^F2) 

Thee visualization of the concept lattice shows all concepts, as well as the sub-
conceptt relationships between them. For our example, the lattice is shown in Fig-
uree 4.3. In such visualizations, the nodes only show the "new" items and features 
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perr concept. More formally, a node is labelled with an item i if that node is the 
smallestsmallest concept with i in its extent, and it is labelled with a feature ƒ if it is the 
largestlargest concept with ƒ in its intent. 

Thee concept lattice can be efficiently computed from the feature table; we refer 
too [LS97, SR97, Sne98, ST98] for more details. 

4.5.22 Experimental Testbed 

Too perform our concept analysis experiments, we reused the Cobol analysis archi-
tecturee explained in Section 4.4. The analysis results could be easily fed into the 
conceptt tool developed by C. Lindig from the University of Braunschweig.4 We 
particularlyy used the option of this tool to generate input for the graph drawing 
packagee graphplace in order to visualize concept lattices. 

4.5.33 Experiments 

Wee have performed several experiments with the use of concept analysis in our 
Mortgagee case study. As with clustering, the choice of items and features is a 
cruciall  step in concept analysis. The most interesting results were obtained by 
usingg exactly the same selection criteria as discussed in Section 4.3: the items are 
thee fields of the relevant data records, and the programs are those with a low fan-in 
andd fan-out. The results of this are shown in Figure 4.4, which shows the concept 
latticee for the same data as those of the dendrogram of Figure 4.2(b). In order to 
validatee the use of concept analysis, we need to validate the results of the concept 
analysis.. Again, these results were validated by systems experts. 

Inn Figure 4.4 each node represents a concept. The items (field names) are 
namesnames written below the concept, the features (programs using the fields) are writ-
tenn as numbers above the concept. The lattice provides insight in the organization 
off  the Mortgage legacy system, and gives suggestions for grouping programs and 
fieldss into classes. 

Thee row just above the bottom element consists of five separate concepts, each 
containingg a single field. As an example, the leftmost concept deals with mortgage 
numbersnumbers stored in the field MORTGNR. With it is associated program 19C, which 
accordingg to the comment lines at the beginning of this program performs certain 
checkss on the validity of mortgage numbers. This program only uses the field 
MORTGNR,, and no other ones. 

Ass another example, the concept STREET (at the bottom right) has three differ-
entt programs directly associated with it. Of these, 40 and 40C compute a certain 
standardizedd extract from a street, while program 38 takes care of standardizing 
streett names. 

Thee concept tool is available from http://www.cs.tu-bs.de/softech/people/lindig/. 

http://www.cs.tu-bs.de/softech/people/lindig/
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Figuree 4.3: Lattice for the concepts of Table 4.3 
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Iff  we move up in the lattice, the concepts become larger, i.e., contain more 
items.. The leftmost concept at the second row contains three different fields: the 
mortgagemortgage sequence number MORTSEQNR written direcdy at the node, as well as the 
twoo fields from the lower concepts connected to it, MORTGNR and RELNR. Program 
099 uses all three fields to search for full mortgage and relation records. 

Anotherr concept of interest is the last one of the second row. It represents the 
combinationn of the fields ZIPCD (zip code), HOUSE (house number), and CITYCD 
(cityy code), together with STREET and CITY. This combination of five is a sepa
ratee concept, because it actually occurs in four different programs (89C, 89, 31C, 
31).. However, there are no programs that only use these variables, and hence this 
conceptt has no program associated with it. 

Thee largest concepts reside in the top of the lattice, as these collect all fields 
off the connected concepts lower in the lattice. For example, the concept with pro
gramss 31 and 31C consists of a range of fields directly attached with it (FIRSTNM, 
...),, as well as of all those in the three downward links below it. It corresponds 
too almost all fields of one particularly large record, holding the data of so-called 
relationsrelations (people and companies that play a role when a mortgage is set up). These 
fieldsfields are then processed by programs 31 and 31C. Only one field, MOD-DAT (mod
ificationn date), is part of that relations record but not used in 31 and 31C. 

Anotherr large concept of interest is the one with programs 89C and 89. The 
fieldsfields in this concept all come from the Dutch zip code book, holding data for all 
Dutchh addresses and their zip codes. As can be seen from Figure 4.4, the fields of 
thiss concept are largely disjoint with those of the relations concept (with programs 
311 and 31C). However, these two concepts also share five fields, namely those 
off the ZIPCD concept. These fields can be used (in various combinations) as the 
lookupp key for the zip code book. 

4.66 Clustering and Concepts Compared 

Thee application of both concept and cluster analysis to Mortgage highlights the 
differencess listed below. From them, we conclude that concept analysis is more 
suitablee for object identification than cluster analysis. 

Multipl ee partitioning s Having a hierarchy of clusterings rather than a single 
partitioningg result, is attractive as it allows one to select the most suitable cluster
ing. . 

Att first sight, a dendrogram seems to provide exactly such a hierarchy. Un
fortunately,, as we have seen in Section 4.4, the actual clusters built in the final 
iterationss of an agglomerative analysis strongly depend on clustering decisions 
madee earlier in the analysis. It is certainly not the case that a dendrogram shows 
alll possible clusterings. 

Conceptt analysis, by contrast, shows all possible groupings that are meaning
full given the feature table. In our experience, this is more helpful for the engineer 
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Figuree 4.4: Concept lattice showing how persistent fields are used in programs in 
thee Mortgage case study. 
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tryingg to understand a legacy system. 
Itemss in multipl e groups With cluster analysis, the result is a partitioning, i.e., 

eachh item is placed in exactly one cluster. In some cases, however, it is important 
too group items in multiple clusters. For our type of experiments, for example, 
databasee key fields may occur in multiple records: once as primary key, and in 
potentiallyy multiple other records as foreign key. 

Withh concept analysis, unlike clustering, this is possible. In our experiments, 
keyy fields occur as separate concepts, with separate upward links to those concepts 
usingg them as either primary or foreign key. In Figure 4.4, the zip code concept is 
ann example of such a key concept. 

Moreover,, if concept analysis is used, it still is possible to obtain a partitioning, 
followingg an algorithm discussed in [SR97]. 

Featuress and Clusters For class extraction purposes, it is important to under
standd which features were responsible for the creation of certain clusters. With 
clusterr analysis, this is virtually impossible, as the analysis is solely based on the 
distancee matrix (see Table 4.2), in which no feature appears. 

Thee absence of features also makes dendrograms more difficult to interpret 
thann concept lattices. For example, in Figure 4.4 it is clear that program 10 is 
responsiblee for the special status of MOD-DAT, but in Figure 4.2(b) it is not at all 
obviouss why STRAAT (street) appears at the top of the dendrogram. 

Selectionn of input data The appropriate selection of input data stronly affects 
thee results of both cluster and concept analysis. Cluster analysis turns out to be 
veryy sensitive to items that possess all features. As a result, we have derived two 
extraa selection steps for cluster analysis: Remove programs that use all fields from 
thee input data, and remove record fields that are used in all programs from the 
inputt data. 

Conceptt anlaysis is also sensitive to the selection of input data, but less so: 
therefore,, we were able to derive the concept lattice of Figure 4.4 from the data 
usedused for the dendrogram in Figure 4.2(b), rather than from the more restricted 
datasett used in Figure 4.2(c). 

4.77 Object Identification 

Thee final object identification step is to use the cluster and concept analysis re
sultss to build object-oriented classes. Although some degree of automation may 
bee possible for this step, meaningful classes can be expected only if it is done inter
activelyy by a software engineer equipped with experience in object-oriented design 
ass well as some knowledge of the application domain and the legacy system. The 
rolee of cluster and concept analysis, then, is to reduce the overwhelming number 
off 100,000 lines of code to a number of high-level design decisions. 

Whenn using cluster analysis, the engineer will have to decide at which height 
thee clusters are to be chosen in a given dendrogram. This determines how many 
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clusterss exist, how large they are, and what is contained in them. Each cluster 
representss a candidate class, having the fields in the cluster as its attributes. The 
clusterr hierarchy present in a dendrogram also gives pointers for relations between 
thee classes. If a large cluster c is obtained by merging clusters ci,..., cv,, the cor
respondingg class c will typically be composed from the classes for ci,..., Cn via 
aggregationn (c will have n attributes for fields of type ci,..., cn). In some cases, 
inheritancee or association may be more appropriate, but the dendrogram itself pro
videss no clues for making this decision. Cluster analysis provides no information 
onn which methods to attach to eachh of the classes identified. 

Whenn using concept analysis, the engineer can take advantage of the presence 
off the programs (as features) in the lattice. An important use of the lattice is as 
aa starting point for acquiring understanding of the legacy system. As illustrated 
byy the discussion of the Mortgage experiment in Section 4.5, the engineer can 
browsee through the lattice, and use it to select programs at which to look in more 
detail. . 

Eachh concept is a candidate class. The smallest concept introducing a field 
correspondss to the class having that field as attribute. The largest concept with a 
givenn program as feature corresponds to the class with that program attached as 
methodd to it. This is reflected in the way the concepts are labeled with items and 
featuress in the concept lattice. Classes close to the bottom are the smallest classes 
(containingg few attributes). 

Thee subconcept relationship corresponds to class relations. Typically, a class 
forr a concept c is composed via aggregation from the classes of the subconcepts 
off c. Alternatively, if a concept c has a subconcept c', c may be composed from 
dd via inheritance. As an example, the concept with field NAME (and program 42) 
inn Figure 4.4 deals with names of persons. A natural refinement of this class is 
thee concept above it, which extends a person's name with his prefixes, initials, and 
titlee code. Independent "columns" in the concept lattice correspond to separate 
classs hierarchies. 

AA final question of interest is whether the classes found this way are "good" 
classes.. For Mortgage, an independent, manually developed, object-oriented re
designn exists (which is partly described by [WBF97]). A good semi-automatic 
approachh should get as close as possible to this redesign. The lattice of Figure 4.4 
doess not yield the complete redesign, but the concepts in the lattice constitute the 
coree classes of the independent redesign. One difference is that certain large "con
tainer"" classes are not present in the lattice. A second difference is that in the 
redesignn domain knowledge was used to further refine certain classes (for exam
ple,, a separate "bank address" class was included). However, this separation was 
nott explicitly present in the legacy system. For that reason, it was not included in 
thee concept lattice, as this only serves to show how fields are actually being used 
inn the legacy system. 
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4.88 Concluding Remarks 

Inn this paper we have studied the object identification step of combining legacy 
dataa structures with legacy functionality. We have used both cluster and concept 
analysiss for this step. Concept analysis solves a number of problems encountered 
whenn using cluster analysis. 

Off utmost importance with both concept and cluster analysis is the appropriate 
selectionn of the items and features used as a starting point, in order to separate the 
technical,, platform-specific legacy code from the more relevant domain-related 
code.. The selection criteria we used are discussed in Section 4.3. 

Whenn searching for objects in data-intensive systems (which is the typically 
thee case with Cobol systems), records are a natural starting point. We have argued 
thatt it is first necessary to decompose the records into smaller ones, and we have 
proposedd a method of doing so by grouping record fields based on their actual 
usagee in legacy programs. 

Wee have used this grouping problem to contrast cluster analysis with concept 
analysis.. We identified the following problems with cluster analysis (see Sec
tionn 4.6): (1) cluster analysis only constructs partitionings, while it is often nec
essaryy to place items in multiple groups; (2) a dendrogram only shows a subset 
(aa hierarchy) of the possible partionings, potentially leaving out useful ones; (3) a 
dendrogramm is difficult to explain, as it is based on numeric distances rather than 
actuall features; (4) cluster analysis tends to be sensitive to items possessing all 
features. . 

Thesee limitations are inherent to clustering, and independent of the distance 
measuress chosen, or the sort of items used to cluster on. 

Thesee problems are dealt with in a better way by concept analysis, making it 
thereforee more suitable for the purpose of object identification. Concept analysis 
findsfinds all possible combinations, and is not just restricted to partitionings. More
over,, the features are explicitly available, making it easier to understand why the 
givenn concepts emerge. 
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